The original version of this article unfortunately contained mistakes. These mistakes are corrected below:
Under section Estimation of a Statistically Significant Sample Size "163°of freedom" should read as "163 degrees of freedom" Under section Optical Characterization: Dichroism "polarized perpendicularly. First, when" should read as "polarized perpendicularly. First when" "with a 180-periodicity of the polarization angle" should read as "with a 180°period of the polarization angle" "We first define a reference rectangular coordinate system {x, y, and z} such that the" should read as "We first define a reference rectangular coordinate system {x, y, z} such that the" Under section Optical Characterization: Deviations from Dichroism "The SSS estimated above consisted of 136 observations" should read as "The SSS estimated above consisted of 165 observations"
Conclusion section "angle of φ =3.5°with respect" should read as "angle of Φ=3.5°with respect"
